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CAI-X is 1 of 3 research and innovation centres between Odense University Hospital -
Svendborg Hospital (OUH) and the University of Southern Denmark (SDU)

CAI-X – Centre for Clinical Artificial Intelligence



CAI-X – Centre for Clinical Artificial Intelligence

CAI-X was established in 2020 to create a framework for effective collaboration 
between 
▪ Researchers and clinical departments at the hospital
▪ Technical researchers at SDU and 
▪ Start-ups and established companies

The ambition is to 
▪ Develop and utilize AI solutions for the healthcare system and citizens
▪ Create better healthcare through intelligent use of data and technology
▪ Ensure full utilization of AI capabilities for the benefit of patients and staff
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Why a center for clinical AI?

▪ Welfare technology is becoming increasingly specialized and complex

▪ From many small projects -> consolidating our way of working with AI

▪ Easier access for clinicians, researchers, students, companies and municipalities

▪ Ensure implementation and exploit the potential for scaling



What is AI?

“AI is the science and engineering of making intelligent 

machines, especially intelligent computer programs” 

(McCarthy, 1956)

“Field of study that gives computers the ability to 

learn without being explicitly programmed “(Samuel, 

1959)

“Artificial intelligence (AI) refers to systems that display 

intelligent behaviour by analysing their environment and taking 

actions – with some degree of autonomy – to achieve specific 

goals” (High-Level Expert Group on Artificial Intelligence, EU, 

2018)



What is AI in the healthcare sector?

Computer Vision 
and imaging

Applicable for pattern 
recognition on eg tissue 
samples, scans and X-

rays

Texts and languages 
(unstructured data)

Applicable for free text 
in journals, speech 

patterns or PRO data

Tables and tables
(structured data)

Applicable for registers, 
collection from medical 

equipment and 
logistics, administration 

or flow

From observation 
to causality

Using predictive AI to 
process data in the 

clinic or in logistics and 
administration



Where is AI applied in the healthcare sector?



Projects in CAI-X

Picture analysis in camera endoscopy

AI for real-time analysis of large amounts of pictures from 

endoscopy

Bleeding incidents in patient journals

AI to identify relevant symptoms and conditions in patient 

journals and present it for the health practitioners (MDs)

Improved diagnostics of prostate cancer

AI for analyzing 15 years of diverse patient data to identify 

patterns in the medical history for patients with prostate cancer



Strengths and challenges when AI supports hospitals

▪ AI will ensure better patient care and better conditions 

for staff through intelligent decision support

▪ Clinical need comes before artificial solution

▪ Health data and jurisdictions is complicated

▪ AI is not IT. It is exploratory and experimental in the 

development phase and supportive in the operation

▪ AI is the transformation of hospital processes



Want to know more?
Contact CAI-X at cai-x@rsyd.dk or

Peter Børker Nielsen at peter.borker.nielsen@rsyd.dk

Follow us on LinkedIn or read more at cai-x.com


